
SITE MONITORING
MADE EASY:
YOUR ULTIMATE
GUIDE 
THE DEFINITIVE BREAKDOWN OF 
SITE MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
WITH RESOURCE-SAVING HACKS 
YOU'LL WANT TO EMPLOY THIS YEAR



MONITORING TEST
ADMINISTRATION

REQUIREMENT 2.4

REQUIRED EVIDENCE
Summary of results and follow-
up of the results from
monitoring
Procedures for collecting data
from technology-based
assessments to monitor fidelity
of test administration.

This requirement provides that the
administration of all state
assessments must be adequately
monitored to ensure that
procedures are implemented with
fidelity across districts and schools.
 
You'll be required to provide
extensive written documentation of
your approach to monitoring test
administration and evidence
demonstrating that you meet the
requirements.

WHAT YOU NEED

                                 of procedures
such as monitoring training,
observation forms, schedule for
monitoring, and monitors' roles

DOCUMENTATION

                                 
                                           and
follow-up of the results of your
monitoring in recent years of test
administration in the State

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

PROOF OF APPROACH                                        to test
administration monitoring (e.g.
monitoring conducted by state
staff, through regional centers, or
another approach)



PROOF             of procedures that the state
uses to ensure special populations
of students are placed by
individuals or teams designated by a
district to make such decisions

REQUIREMENT 5.4
MONITORING FOR 
SPECIAL POPULATIONS

monitored with fidelity to test
administration procedures
appropriate for addressing
disabilities or language needs for
each assessment administered 
consistent with the
accommodations provided
during instruction/practice, and
consistent with the
accommodations identified by a
student’s IEP Team under IDEA

This requirement provides that the
appropriate state assessments must
be selected for all students with
disabilities so that their
accommodations are:

WHAT YOU NEED

                                 of procedures
that demonstrate the monitoring of
accommodations selected for
students with disabilities and ELs
are appropriate

DOCUMENTATION

                                 
                                           of
monitoring for the most recent
year of test administration in the
state.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS



ELEMENTS OF A FIRST-RATE 
SITE MONITORING PLAN10



SITE MONITORING 
PROTOCOLS

SITE MONITORING
TRAINING

BEST-PRACTICE
CONSULTATIONS

REAL-TIME
MONITORING

4 TYPES OF SITE 
MONITORING 
SOLUTIONS

Partner with a real-time, on-site
professional service to observe test
administrations. Trained and experienced
site monitors will collect important data,
leveraging secure technology to monitor
and report findings in real-time.

One option for site monitoring is licensing
site monitoring protocols, giving your site
monitors a real-time checklist to guide
them through site observation. These tools
ensure mistake-free data collection and
immediate security response for regular,
alternate, EL, and other assessments.

Ensure your site monitoring program
satisfies Peer Review requirements by

partnering with experts. These experts 
can help evaluate your documentation,

policies, and procedures, and offer
recommendations on how to 

optimize your program. 

License site monitoring training to ensure
monitors are well-versed in your state's

unique policies and procedures and have
the fundamental skills necessary to

conduct observations. 
 



COMPARE ACROSS
DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS TO

ESTABLISH BENCHMARKS 

EVALUATE IN
COMBINATION WITH

OTHER DATA SOURCES

PROVIDE FEEDBACK TO
DISTRICT AND SCHOOL

STAFF

CONDUCT
INVESTIGATIONS, IF

WARRANTED

SELECT FUTURE SITES FOR
MONITORING BASED ON

SUBSTANTIATED CRITERIA

IDENTIFY IRREGULARITIES
AND ERRORS TO ADDRESS

THEM

TO LEVERAGE SITE MONITORING 

DATA TO ENHANCE YOUR 

STATE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
6 WAYS



TILSA Test Security 

RESOURCE LINKS

TILSA Collaborative 
Member Information 

A 50-State Report on Promising
Practices for Using Evidence to
Improve Student Outcomes

WHY MONITOR?

ENSURE FAIRNESS AND VALIDITY

ASSESS TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

CONDUCT QUALITY ASSURANCE

EVALUATE COMPLIANCE

IDENTIFY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

PROVIDE A DETERRENT FOR FRAUD

BUILD PUBLIC TRUST

MEET PEER REVIEW REQUIREMENTS

Handbook for Developing and
Monitoring the English
Language Proficiency Indicator
and English Learner Progress

Information about Caveon 
Site Monitoring Services

Analysis of the
information collected
in Caveon Core has
led to improved test
security and is an
essential
component of
Hawaii’s statewide
test security system.

— Brian Reiter,
Hawaii Assessment 
Section Administrator

https://ccsso.org/resource-library/tilsa-test-security
https://ccsso.org/resource-library/technical-issues-large-scale-assessment-tilsa-collaborative-2018-2019-membership
https://results4america.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/RFA-ESSA-50-State-Report_final.pdf
https://ccsso.org/resource-library/handbook-developing-and-monitoring-english-language-proficiency-indicator-and
https://www.caveon.com/services/monitoring/
https://results4america.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/RFA-ESSA-50-State-Report_final.pdf
https://ccsso.org/resource-library/tilsa-test-security


LEARN WITH US

 
801-208-0103

alison.foster@caveon.com

www.caveon.com

This learning resource was created by Caveon. 
 

At Caveon, we recognize that validity, reliability, and fairness can
only be achieved when exams are secure. Quality exams that are

secure benefit assessment programs, test takers, and society alike.
That’s why, for more than 15 years, Caveon has driven the

discussion and practice of exam security in the testing industry.
 

Today, as the recognized leader in the field, Caveon’s offerings
have expanded to encompass innovative solutions and

technologies that provide comprehensive protection: Solutions
designed to detect, deter, and even prevent test fraud. We are

committed to integrity in testing. Period.
 

https://www.caveon.com/services/monitoring/
https://twitter.com/caveon
https://www.linkedin.com/company/caveon/
https://www.youtube.com/user/caveon

